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Sales and Marketing for the Financial World

WE CROSS THE FINISH LINE 
WHEN MARKETING TURNS 

INTO REVENUE.
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NO ASSEMBLY REQUIRED

Financial institutions have been doing their best to build in-house marketing departments 
to service their institutional needs, as well as the needs of their local affiliated offices.  
Building a marketing “agency” is hard work, and it takes time. Finding and training 
marketing pros who understand the nuances of the financial industry, lead generation, 
and the rigors of competing in a digital age is a tall task.  

In 2013, Lone Beacon assembled a team of marketing pros that understood the financial 
vertical, the fifty-plus demographic, direct response, and our digital landscape. Since 
that time our entire team has had one, focused purpose: 

Managing marketing means “managing digital”.

Marketing could be a distraction that keeps you away from your core business.

It takes years to build an effective marketing department.

THINGS TO CONSIDER:

Help financial brands stand out from competitors and find, 
track, and close high-net-worth investors.
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GROW ORGANICALLY

In a world where “acquisition equals growth”, having the capability of generating 
assets organically can dramatically increase the value of your investment. The ability 
to capture new leads, generate larger wallet-share from existing clients, and stimulate 
referrals can easily double assets under management.

Organic growth gives you control of production, and of your investment. This type 
of growth is achievable but has been historically ineffective. We focus on Branding, 
Data, and Campaign Execution.

Everyone shares the same stock market and 
investment basics, so how do you break away 
from the pack?

BRANDING

Secure your marketing investment and establish 
a sales infrastructure that can accommodate 
efficient lead conversion.

EVERYBODY IS IN SALES

At the end of the day, a firm’s (or institution’s) 
ability to grow is proportionate to its ability to 
Execute.  

WALK THE WALK

First party data is our most precious commodity, 
but it takes skill to manufacture, greater skill to 
track, and even greater skill to monetize.

CHAMPIONS OF DATA
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Building successful campaigns requires 
technical marketing & industry knowledge, 
creativity, & “hands-on” execution. Tracking 
marketing diagnostics & effectiveness 
requires a team of data experts who 
understands the practical applications of 
gathering and distributing information.

We have created “The Eye Intelligence”, the only software that aggregates, delivers, 
and calculates data to advisors from coast to coast. This allows us to mine thousands 
of datapoints at once that provides information from a single campaign in a single 
market, to nationally aggregated data from multiple advisory firms at once.   

Know where every lead is coming from in real time from a 
national standpoint and critical diagnostics on broad sweeping 
campaigns.

MACRO KNOWLEDGE

Knowing critical marketing information not only helps you 
make better decisions, but allows you to have more meaningful, 
enlightening, and transparent dialogue with your advisories.  

DATA WINS

Know critical marketing information for each advisory office 
including campaign diagnostics, lead sources, email and web 
analytics, as well as which clients and prospects are “lower in the 
sales funnel”.

MICRO KNOWLEDGE

MISSION CONTROL IS HERE

TM
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Financial services is a commoditized business, often making the fee 
compression and discounts the biggest differentiator. What is your 
true brand differentiator, and how are your advisor brands unique 
among their competitors?  

BRANDING

There is an inherent value of marketing power & 
hands-on execution when it comes to existing 
advisories. The relationships are cemented via 
thoughtful, hands-on care that’s unique to your firms.  

RETAIN

Selling the strengths of proven, sustainable lead generation 
platforms is a powerful benefit to separating your firm from 
the pack. Sell the innovation and unique value of a true full-
service sales and marketing solution.

RECRUIT

The confidence of knowing that you 
have the secret to truly organic revenue 
generation for yourself and those 
around you is empowering.  Rather than 
be at the mercy of your recruitment team 
& the ebb & flow of the market, your 
investment will always be enhanced 
based on your ability to grow on your 
own. 

GROW

SET YOURSELF APART



YOUR SALES AND MARKETING 
PLATFORM IN MOTION 

Plug-in to proven processes, and the people 
that drive them...at your fingertips. 
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Helping to build your corporate brand, and the individual brands of your advisors is 
at the foundation of our sales and marketing efforts. The fact is that most institutions 
and advisories share a similar message. Getting to the essence of your firm compared 
to all other choices is critical and it transcends to the advisory firms and individual 
advisors under your umbrella.

Prior to establishing your Brand Essence there are two critical steps that must be 
understood: “SWOT”, and defining your unique “Objective, Scope, and Advantage”. 

These exercises can be conducted for your firm, as well as individual advisories.

Separating you from the pack as an “institution”.

A football team will base their gameplan on their strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats based on their team members, and how they will 
match up against the opposition. So too should businesses, and departments 
within businesses.  

Objective: Determine your 3-5-year sales and revenue objective, along with 
your competitive position.

Creating a compelling story for individual advisories and their staffs.

Determine the areas to best exploit and the areas to steer clear of.  

Scope: Illustrate your Ideal Customer Profile. We believe that “speaking 
directly” to a specific avatar allows a message to resonate.

Creating an easy path for “Brand transition” for newly acquired firms.

Transparently analyze the same information to best interpret it in order to best 
predict a reasonable outcome.  

Advantage: Define why your firm, or an advisory under your umbrella is 
uniquely positioned to win business versus any other competitive option.  

SWOT ANALYSIS

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, ADVANTAGE

BRANDING
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Our goal is to meet or exceed expectations. In order to get the best understanding 
of how to design and execute a plan we like to discuss and collaborate on campaign 
specifics. Ultimately we will recommend an multi-platform campaign where we would 
take into consideration Digital, Broadcast, Live Event, and “face to face”.

Gain clarity on specific budgets & associated platforms

“Firm centric” versus “Advisor centric”

OVERALL GOALS AND BUDGETS

NATURE OF THE CAMPAIGNS

Determine cost-per-lead benchmarks 

Define “lead” based on MQL>SQL spectrum 

Participating Markets

Associated email/text automation

Seminar/webinar/appointment follow-up via email and/or text

Content sequence

STRATEGIC PLANNING
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Our ability to generate leads manifests itself differently based on campaign design 
and the overall strategy. Digital leads entering the system could range widely based 
on “consideration”, as will the cost-per-lead. For example, a lead from a “white paper 
download” is generally easier to procure than an “appointment request”.  

The digital team not only understands your business, but has advanced Google and 
Facebook accreditations, is an authorized “Google Partner”, and is an official “Facebook 
Agency”.  

Traditionally, lead capture campaigns utilize a combination the following platforms:

The costs below are based on a retainer relationship. It will vary depending on 
scope and overall investment.

YOUR COMMMITMENT

Media Management 

DIGITAL LEAD GENERATION

1

2

3

$25,001-$50,000/mo = 15% management fee 

$5,000-$25,000/mo = 20% management fee

$50,001+/mo = 10% management fee

Google Search RemarketingDisplayFacebook/LinkedIn
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Nurturing the customer journey is at the epicenter of all we do. This is important for 
prospects, clients, and referrals. We deliver more than 5-million emails per year to a 
database of over 125- thousand across the United States. Our process is “hands free” 
for advisors.  

We are “Go to Market” partners with Act-On software, and as such have proprietary 
code installed on the software which allows us to scale at a rapid rate. 

This platform will allow us to market in a granular way and segment your firm’s individual 
markets and advisors.  

Market/office integration versus “Mother Ship” hub

SEGMENTATION

Data Segmentation

Clients Prospects Wealth Status Markets Etc.

EMAIL MARKETING/MARKETING AUTOMATION
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Coding for individual offices

“Thank you” for downloads

Detailed triggered sequences

High-net-worth triggers

Highly engaged triggers

INSTALLATION

Coding for beacon attachment for tracking

Integration on “Mother Ship”

Submit forms

Changes/edits due to event dates

Include basic rules

Deliver and score emails 
as prescribed

Track all user engagement

Alerts when individuals 
become “highly engaged”

Optional sequence examples

MAINTENANCE

AUTOMATION

DEPLOYMENT

SCORING

One-off/specialty emails

Work done based on issues caused by client

Special hygiene including reengagement 

EMAIL MARKETING/MARKETING AUTOMATION
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All leads by source

Lead asset value

Highly engaged leads

Website analytics

Email analytics

Digital media buying metrics

Sources new first party data based on 250 million US profiles & billions of 
datapoints, with enriched data on current clients and prospects.

“EYE-DENTIFIED” - A DEEPER PATH TO FIRST-PARTY DATA

All pertinent analytics will be tracked by our respective departments and be aggregated 
so that it could be easily viewed, and used to learn, share, and optimize campaigns.  
Your team will have access to our proprietary data aggregation platform: The Eye.

The “Eye Intelligence” could be customized to house all your affiliated offices and roll-
up to your firm. This would allow you to have a “birds eye view” of the entire marketing 
picture.  

DATA AND ANALYTICS

Job History

Interests

Connection to “you”

Household information

Contact info

THE DATA 
COLLECTED
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Custom and dynamic delivery to your team members

Delivered individually

Rolled-up for corporate use

Would require custom coding

Real time/comprehensive alerts on all leads and highly engaged prospects

The Eye Intelligence monthly dashboard

THE REPORTING

DATA AND ANALYTICS

TM
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Broadcast segments 
Blogs
Commercial Scripts

Basics of Retirement Investing

Access to 20 retirement
investing guides

Access to 10 PowerPoint 
presentations including notes
Landing Page
Social media posts and ads
Email marketing templates

Investing for High Net Worth
Guaranteed income

Complete Webinar Packages

Access to content portal Inside Retirement Book Series

Whitepapers

CONTENT INCLUDES:

Meaningful content is at the core of all engagement. Our content team has authored 
literally thousands of pieces that have been used in all media platforms. Knowing 
engagement patterns based on real analytics allows us to curate information that is 
more likely to be consumed, which gives us a significant edge over all others in the 
space.

All content could be private labeled, or we can create specialty content by request just 
for your firm. 

CONTENT
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Write and fully produce all radio commercials

Write all television commercials (outsource production)

Media Audit Content

Negotiation Production and imaging

Schedule review and verification Talent
Coaching

MEDIA BUYING & MANAGEMENT RADIO SHOW DELIVERY

COMMERCIALS AND PRODUCTION

Our company’s roots are from broadcasting so delivering world class media buying, 
content, and production services is second nature to us. Whether you would like to 
have uniform campaigns throughout the US, or multiple market/firm-specific campaigns 
we can accommodate.

BROADCAST
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WordPress

WEB DEVELOPMENT

Access to in-house graphic designer

DESIGN

SiteGround

HOSTING

We build websites and landing pages to collect leads and to collect data. Our success 
is derived from creating, and promoting, credible content to engage new users, as well 
as encourage people to visit frequently so that they can get to know your brand.

Once we’ve captured the interest of visitors, we analyze their habits on a “frequent 
basis” so we can learn how to better engage with them in multiple ways. This will allow 
your firm to know who is visiting, where they live, what websites they are coming from, 
what web pages they are viewing on your site, and much more.

We can design, build, update, and maintain your corporate site, as well as migrate 
“acquired firm’s” sites to “stand alone” or build within the “mothership site”. Regardless 
of the path we will consider UX for prospects and clients, as well as optimal efficiencies 
for gathering leads and commensurate data.

WEB DESIGN AND HOSTING
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Benchmarking big-picture goals and the consistent steps required to 
measure and achieve them

Sales process execution

Reporting/documentation

The Pareto Rule

ESTABLISHING KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

ESTABLISHING SYSTEMS 

UNDERSTANDING IDEAL CUSTOMER PROFILE

We work hard to build and manage campaigns and we want them to work. This means  
our work is done when you close business.

In as much as our backgrounds are from the broadcast industry, our focus was in sales 
infrastructure. This meant building complex, multi-market sales departments that were 
equipped to “sell”, and to understand how to make advertising work. This combination 
has been invaluable for the advisors and institutions we serve.  

There are very few advisors who have sales infrastructure and organizational 
backgrounds. That’s why sales infrastructure has become about 25% of our overall 
day-to-day wok. It is also a leading reason why our advisors grow so quickly.

Sales Infrastructure projects could be built-in to a monthly retainer, or can be offered 
on an individual basis.

“Bring the “80-20” rule to life

SALES INFRASTRUCTURE
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Any/All of the items listed above

A dedicated team 

Access to entire staff

Regularly scheduled meetings with team 
(and appropriate staff members)

Market visits 

Our world, and all of its elements are more connected today than ever before. The 
digital age has brought on exponential layers to all that we do. Our most valued service 
is that of an “in-house” marketing department, managing and executing many of the 
elements within and surrounding the customer journey.

Vetting and executing successful Advisor campaigns around the country puts Lone 
Beacon in a vastly different place than any competitor, and any institution’s “in-house” 
department. While we’ve come a long way, we never stop challenging ourselves and 
those around us to more fiercely improve and compete.  

In the end, we’re here to administer and execute world class marketing strategies 
designed for you to stand out from a competitive field and close more business. This 
allows you to focus on what you’re best at.

Rather than bear the time, expense, and risk of “doing it yourself”, We can help you 
instantly be in marketing sprint-mode.  Our breadth of retainer services, and dedicated 
support team will be based on your needs and include the following:

Account Director, Account Manager,  
Account Coordinator

To your office (additional fee)

Digital Broadcast Media specialist(s)

To Lone Beacon office

BUNDLING IT ALL INTO A RETAINER



667 Boylston Street, 5th Floor Boston, MA 02116
(888) 978-4785   |   info@lonebeacon.com


